Fisher discriminant methods (FDM) have been demonstrated their success in face recognition, detection, and tracking.
INTRODUCTION
Feature extraction is the most popular and fundamental problem in pattern recognition. For a specific problem in pattern recognition, extracting efficient features is always the key to solving the problem. A well-known problem n pattern recognition is called "the curse of dimensionality" -more features do not necessarily imply a better classification success rate. Up to now, some existing image features includes visual features, moments, Fourier descriptors, and algebraic feature s. Visual features include edges, contours, textures and regions of an image. The algebraic features of the image are very suitable for describing the inner information of the closed boundaries. Algebraic features represent intrinsic attributions of an image. Turk and Pentland used ' eigenfaces ' as the features for human face recognition. The eigenfaces are obtained by the principal component analysis technique. Z. Q. Hong and J.Y. Yang proposed an algebraic feature method in which the singular value (SV) vector was used as the image features . Cheng presented an efficient re -cognition approach to human faces based on projective images and feature images were used for classification.
Foley-Sammon transform (FST) has been considered as one of the best methods in terms of discriminant problem for linear feature extraction. FST has been applied to image classification and human facial image recognition, and the solving methods of FST on various conditions have been developed. Liu Ke proposed a new criteria of generalized optimal set of discriminant vectors for linear feature extraction, and a unified solving method is derived to solve the vectors of the generalized optimal set. Authors claimed their method is superior to several methods, such as the Foley-Sammon method, the positive pseudoinverse method, the perturbation method, and the matrix rank decomposition method in terms of classification rate through numerical experiments. Recently, Guo proposed an iterative algorithm to solve the generalized optimal set of discriminant vectors for linear feature extraction in face recognition, and the performance of the algorithm is superior to the algorithm by Liu Ke in terms of classification rate and speed. Higher order dependencies in am image include nonlinear relationships among the pixel intensity values, such as the relationships among the pixel intensity values, such as the relationships among three or more pixels in edges or curves, which can capture important information for recognition. Recently, Higher Order Statistics (HOS) has been applied to visual learning problems{22]. Experiments on face detection, face recognition, and vehicle detection show comparable results than other PCA-based methods [23] . In this paper we investigate a generalization of FDM, Kernel
Fisher discriminant methods (KFDM), for the feature extraction of face images. The new method takes into account of higher order correlation. Since much of the important information may be contained in the higher order relationships among the image pixels of a face pattern, we investigate the use of KFDM for face recognition and compare its performance against the FDM approach.
KERNEL FISHER DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
The limited computational power of linear learning machines was highlighted in the 1960s. In general, complex real-world applications require more expressive hypothesis spaces than linear functions. Kernel representations offer an alternative solution by proj ecting the data into a high dimensional feature space to increase the computational power of the linear learning machines. HOS usually works by projecting the input patterns to a higher dimensional space A befo re computing the cumulants . The k-th order cumulant is defined in terms of its joint moments of order up to k. Clearly the computation involved in HOS depends on the order of cumulants and is usually heavy. In contrast to computing cumulants in HOS, we seek a formulation which computes the higher order statistics using only dot products, of the training patterns x where is a nonlinear projection function. Since we can compute these dot products efficiently, we can solve the original problem without explicitly mapping to R F This achieved using
Mercer kernel where a kernel k(x1 , x,) computes the dot product in some feature space R F , i.e., k(x1 ,x,) = t(x) 1(x1). We will not go into the details of the analysis of kernel function K(x, z) but simply quote the theorem.
Theorem 1 (Mercer) Let X be a compact subset of Rn. Suppose K is a continuous symmetric function such that the integral operator TK : L2 (X) -L2 (X),
forall f E L2 (X). Then we can expand K(x, z) in a uniformly convergent series (on Xx X) in terms of TK '
eigen-functions 0, L2 (X) , normalised in such a way that ØJ 1 , and positive associated eigenvalue A >0,
The idea of using kernel methods has also been adopted in the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in which kernel functions replace the nonlinear projection functions such that an optimal separating hyperplane can be constructed efficiently.
Let x be a vector of the input set X with M elements. X1 represents subsets of X, thus: X = UX1. N is the number of the classes. The cardinality of the subsets X1 is denoted by n1 thus n1 = M. C is the covaance mathx:
Suppose that the space X is mapped into a Hilbert space F through a nonlinear mapping function 0:
Ø:X-F
The covariance matrix in the feature space F is:
We assume that the observations are centered in F, otherwise we can use the standard method to standardize the observation data.
By B we denote the covariance matrix of the class centers. B represents the between-class scatter matrix in the space F.
B =
Where is the mean value of the class 1: 4 _1X!k) ill k=1
Where Xlk 5 the k-th element ofthe class 1.
In the same manner the covariance matrix (3) ofthe elements ofF can be rewritten using the class indexes:
Here, V represents the total scatter matrix in the space F, then the within-class scatter matrix W=V-B.
For the common Fisher discriminant method (FDM), the classicial criteria for class separability is defined by the quotient between the between-class inertia and the within class inertia.
It has been proved by Liu Ke [18] that the classical criteria can be replaced by the following criteria function:
It was shown that the maximization of the quotient is equivalent to eigenvalue problem. As in the nonlinear case, we use kernel operator that allows the construction of nonlinear separating function in the input space that is equivalent to linear separating function in the feature space F. Therefore, the maximization problem of the quotient of between-class inertia and within-class inertia can be reduced to the following eigenvalue problem.
2Yv=Bv
There are many approaches to the preceding problem. We adopted the matrix decomposition method by BAUDAT and ANOUAR in this paper.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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